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The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) was signed by 
President Obama on December 10, 2015, and 

represents good news for our nation’s schools. This 
bipartisan measure reauthorizes the 50-year-old 

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), the 
nation’s national education law and longstanding 

commitment to equal opportunity for all students.



Although ESSA still requires the state testing system 
provide data for teacher evaluations, the new law does 
not require states to set up teacher evaluation systems 
based on test scores. However, with so much time and 
effort undertaken at the state level in the 
implementation of accountability measures such as 
Student Learning Objective (SLOs), prescribed teaching 
standard frameworks or rubrics, and student 
achievement data, I cannot imagine a scenario in which 
states would abandon their new methods for grading 
teachers. How could you NOT talk about student success 
in discussing teacher effectiveness. All that informs 
professional learning. 

Dr. Lisa Andrejko,
Lead Strategic Advisor, 
PowerSchool



Leveraging the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) to Build Professional Learning Systems
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Group Activity: Teacher Movies
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Begin with the end in mind.



Supervision to Professional Learning Continuum

Supervision/
Evaluation
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Improving Instruction:
Is your current supervision model changing adult behavior?

Is supervision encouraging teacher 
self monitoring, ownership, and 
reflection?

Does supervision inform professional 
learning? 

Stop and think…



Group Activity: Improving Instruction
• Is supervision encouraging 

teacher self monitoring, 
ownership, and reflection? If so, 
how? If not, what could?

• Does supervision inform 
professional learning? What are 
some examples in your district?

Pair Share at your table



Professional Development to Professional Learning



Professional Development to Professional Learning



Team improves in results high yields

Player improves get team results

Adapt practices and strategies to improve

Standards-based expectations and goals



Professional Development to Professional Learning

Compliance Skills Assessment Supervision 
Data



Professional Development Outcome: Compliance
“One size fits all” Professional Development, 

• Legislated Topics: ex. Child Abuse Reporting
• Safety: ex. First Aid, Blood Born Pathogens
• Procedural: ex. Student Behavior Management, IEPs
• Programmatic: ex. New program or textbook adoption
• Training
• Wellness, personal interest
• Usually tracked by completion or hours
• Delivered in “sit ‘n git” model, online, large group



Identify
the best instructional 
practices for 
producing measurable 
student growth in the 
classroom.

Step 1

Determine
each teacher’s 
proficiency at 

delivering these 
practices using a non-
evaluative tool — no 
scores or rankings.

Step 2 

Target
PD activities to meet 

individual teacher 
needs and help 

advance student 
achievement.

Step 3

Professional Development Data: Skills Inventory



Group Activity: Observing Lessons



• Watch the classroom video.
• Use the Scripting Tool to document 

evidence-based findings from the 
lesson. Focus Instructional Delivery 
and Student Engagement

• After observing the lesson, pair up with 
a colleague to review findings and 
provide quality evidence-based 
feedback.

• Compare findings with others in your 
group.
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1 First Grade: Singular Nouns

Fourth Grade: Word Meanings



https://youtu.be/ppBWhDcckco



•What is the learning purpose of this lesson? How do you 
know? What did you see her students doing that tells you 
this?

•Can you point to either student or teacher actions that 
show explicit learning? What do these actions tell us about  
the teaching and learning?

•Which actions from the students would you most want to 
see in other classrooms? 

•What does your analysis of this observation make you 
think about in terms of professional learning?

Guiding Questions: Lesson 1



https://youtu.be/tAz7TD02ytU



•What is the learning purpose of this lesson? How do you 
know? What did you see her students doing that tells you 
this?

•Can you point to either student or teacher actions that 
show explicit learning? What do these actions tell us about  
the teaching and learning?

•Which actions from the students would you most want to 
see in other classrooms? 

•What does your analysis of this observation make you 
think about in terms of professional learning?

Guiding Questions: Lesson 2



Professional Development to Professional Learning

“In the history of education, no improvement effort has ever 
succeeded in the absence of thoughtfully-planned and well-

implemented professional development.”
-Thomas Guskey

“There are only two ways to improve any school: hire better 
teachers or improve the ones who are already there.”

-Todd Whitaker

“Development is training. To truly affect student learning, 
teacher must not merely be “trained;” they must learn 

deeply in a way that results in the learning being transferred 
to their own classrooms and shared with other teacher with 

whom they interact.”
-Tom Murray and Jeff Zoul



Professional Development Data: Skills Inventory



http://www.talentedk12.com/products/talented-perform/

Professional Development Data: Supervision Data



Professional Learning and Evaluation Resource Books



Who owns the learning in your school?

Must district leaders always control the 
delivery of professional learning?

Do district leaders work with teachers to 
help identify the outcomes? 

Is adult learning self-directed, job-
embedded, dynamic, collaborative, and 
outcomes rather than hours based,?

Stop and think…



Carol Dweck “Growth” mind set vs. “fixed” mind set:
regardless of how expert any teacher currently is, she 
or he can always become even better. 

Much like the students we serve, teachers are all over 
the spectrum in their levels of proficiency on an 
almost infinite number of professional practices.

Personal Point “A” to Personal Point “B”

Can one size really fit all?



• Empower the staff to design their own learning. Teacher voice is at the 
heart of the roadmap

• Seat time is irrelevant. The learning outcome is what matters most.

• Professional learning occurs in both formal and informal environments. 
Nontraditional forms of professional learning are valuable learning 
experiences.

• Teachers are responsible for learning outcomes and must be able to 
communicate HOW Their learning has improved their craft; specifically, 
how their personal growth has improved classroom experiences for 
students

• A supervisor’s input is a vital part of the plan; yielding in a collaboratively 
designed roadmap for professional growth.

Personal Learning Plans in Action



Empower the staff to design their own learning.
Teacher voice is at the heart of the roadmap.



Seat time is irrelevant
The learning outcome is what matters most

Outcomes, 
administrator 
facilitated guiding 
questions, data 
collection and 
analysis, and 
choice are some 
of the key 
components.



Nontraditional means, formal and informal environments
What can that look like?

• PLCs

• Personalized Learning Networks (PLNs)

• Data Teams

• Lesson Study

• Professional Learning Portfolios

• Social Media: Twitter EdChats, Pinterest, Blogs

• EdCamps

• Online Courses, MOOCs

• Other online content (ASCD, McREL, portals, etc. )



A supervisor’s input is a vital part of a 
collaboratively designed roadmap

What can a growth plan look like?

Remember which data inform the plan.



Teachers learning outcomes
How personal growth has improved classroom experiences for students

What can
that look like?

Reflect Plan

Observe
Act



Professional Learning Continuum

“In-service”



Professional Learning Continuum

Personalized
Learning“In-service”



Professional Learning Continuum

Training

Courses,
Classes

Professional 
Development PLNs, Social Media, 

Technology

PLCs, Action 
Research, Data 
Teams

Personalized
Learning“In-service”



Post Observation: Reflective Practice, Data Analysis 
and Professional Learning

https://youtu.be/WPNhnP8C4kk



Using the Data to Drive Instructional 
Improvements and Professional Learning

60%

90%

40%

60%

https://bit.ly/2E2Sgc3
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• What are targets  
the district can 
investigate to 
enrich professional 
learning 
opportunities?

• How could they 
district support the 
needs evidenced 
from the district 
observation 
results?
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• What are targets  
the school can 
investigate to 
enrich professional 
learning 
opportunities?

• How could  the 
school leadership 
support the needs 
evidenced from the 
school observation 
results?
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• What are the 
targets for the 
teacher to 
investigate 
professional 
learning 
opportunities?

• How could the 
school/district
leadership support 
the needs 
evidenced from the 
observation 
results?



Final Stop and think…
Are you ready?

Are administrators in your district ready to 
guide teacher learning and not always lead it?

Are your teachers ready to take responsibility 
for their learning? 

Are you poised to allow technology to help 
you manage the process?



1. What tool is your district using?

2. Does your tool along with your evaluation system 
provide you with the needed data to plan for 
meaningful professional development?

3. Does your tool enlist the employee as an active 
participant or a compliant bystander in the 
evaluation process?



49 Technology Tools for Evaluation and Professional Learning

Evaluation Tool in Your DistrictEvaluation Tool in Your District



Exploring Tools: MS Word



Exploring Tools: Google Forms



Exploring Tools: Evaluation Tools



Customizable Portal

Data Analysis



Want to receive meaningful 
feedback on strengths and 

professional needs.

96% 97%4 of 5

Have a growth mindset and believe 
continuous improvement is vital to their 

success.

Want choice in their PD and want 
learning that is tied to needs or 

goals.

Professional Learning: What Educators Want

Source: Performance Matters Educator Viewpoints on Personalized Professional Learning 
Salon Series insights.performancematters.com



Change the Conversation
Encourage teachers to grow by their design.

Our students benefits in their growth.
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THANK YOU

Dec. 5, 2018



Post-Session Evaluation

Take our 3 minute survey!

Your feedback will be used to:
● Understand the impact of our session
● Improve our facilitation

bit.ly/2018SessionFeedback

Your responses power our                                   report

Session ID: 3202

NOTE: Session ID should be in all CAPS 
and is case-sensitive.


